48  PROCEDURE I-N THE EARLY STAGE
Method: Use sentences in each case bringing in verb*
and nouns already known, e.g.—
1 Ram Lai is big.3 ' Mohan Singh is small.' Point to-
the two boys, titter the sentence, and have it repeated
by one or two boys. - Use gesture when contrasting big-,
and small (e.g., by raising or lowering the hands).
Deal similarly with two books, two pieces of chalk,
etc.
Ask the vernacular for big, small, from one or
two duller boys to test the comprehension. Have
simultaneous group or class repetition of the sentences.
* Another word for small is little.' Tell this, and
have pupils make up for themselves sentences using it.
Get mistakes corrected by a fellow-pupil, and the
correct form repeated two or three times by the
offender. But if you cannot get the correction quickly
give it yourself.	*
Deal similarly with fat and thin, long and short,,
following the steps—
(1)	Uttering the sentences while pointing to objects-
which illustrate the meaning.
 (2)	Getting a few individuals to do the same.
 (3)	Testing one or two through asking the verna*
cular.
 (4)	Simultaneous repetition.
 (5)	Getting   individuals   to   frame   sentences   and
show by pointing that they understand.
(N.B.—For 'long' and 'short* use, e.g., pencils, or
bits of string, or lines on the blackboard.)
(d)	1. Ask questions (' Is this long of short ?'   'Is
this book big ? ' ' Show me a little boy ', etc.).
2. Propose answers to which the pupils are to-
supply suitable questions, e.g.—
* Give me a question to J—
' No, it is small/        f Yes, it is long/
4 Ram Lal.J	' The pencil', eta*
(e)	Get pupils to join one or two sentences together,,
using £ and' and * but/ and the words studied in the
lesson,"   Words or a .sentence or two (according to th'et
pupils* ability) to be written down from the blackboard
or dictated and memorized for ' revision in the next
lesson. -

